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HPC Project – Versatile Video Coding
MPEG Standardization
The Joint Video Experts Team (JVET), a collaborative team
formed by MPEG and ITU-T Study Group 16’s VCEG started
work on a new video compression standard nicknamed as
“Versatile Video Coding” (VVC) in April 2018 during the MPEG
Meeting in San Diego. The new standard will likely be finished
by the year 2020. The design goal of the new standard is
to double the compression efficiency compared to previous
MPEG standards and thereby making new and emerging
applications such as UHD video streaming and immersive
video widely available.
The Institut für Nachrichtentechnik (IENT) from RWTH
Aachen University has participated in the “Joint Call for Proposals on Video Compression with Capability beyond HEVC”
(CfP) which was issued by JVET in October 2017 and has
contributed to the development of the new standard since then.
An essential requirement for being able to contribute to
the development of the new standard is the ability to perform
a large amount of video encoding and decoding using an
experimental, software-based codec called the VTM software
(VVC Test Model). Any new algorithm or modification to
already existing technology that is presented at JVET must
be thoroughly tested and evaluated by coding a pre-defined
set of video sequences with different characteristics. Both
the software usage and the test set of video sequences are
specified by the so called “Common Testing Conditions”, which
apply for all standardization participants.

Fig. 1: Example of a coded picture using non-rectangular block
partitioning.

format of 360° content is video on a sphere surface. However
for coding, lossy conversion to a 2-dimensional representation
of the video is necessary. IENT investigated the impact of geometric distortions in 360° video projected to a cube, which is
then unfolded to obtain a 2-dimensional representation for coding. In particular, a geometry-corrected motion compensation
method was developed, which improves the prediction across
cube face boundaries, as exemplified in Figure 2. The coding
efficiency can be increased by up to 2% using this novel prediction method. Further, IENT developed a method for improved
loop filtering across face boundaries. While this method does
not impact the objective quality measurements, the improvements can clearly be seen visually.

With the computing power of the HPC, the IENT was able to contribute to the following core experiments (CEs) of the
standard:
• CE10: Combined and Multi-Hypothesis Prediction
• CE13: Coding Tools for 360° Omnidirectional Video
Further, cross-checks of experimental results obtained by
other standardization participants were performed.

2D Video Coding

(a) Face A and B. Red: Geometric distortion at face boundary.

In the CE10 contributions by IENT, new algorithms were evaluated that perform non-rectangular block partitioning of the video, which is of particular importance for 2D video coding applications. Non-rectangular partitioning, especially geometrybased partitioning for motion compensated prediction as proposed by IENT, has the prospect of improving coding efficiency by up to 1%, as the more flexible partitioning allows better
adaption to the local properties of the video. Besides better coding efficiency, it has been demonstrated that the subjective
visual quality can benefit from non-rectangular partitioning at
low bit rates. Figure 1 exemplifies how the proposed partitioning method adapts to the video content.
(b) Blue: Corrected geometric distortion.

360° Video Coding
In the contributions by IENT to CE13, new tools targeting better compression of 360° video were investigated. The native

Fig. 2: (Corrected) geometric distortions between cube face A
and neighbor face B (Straight lines bend at face border).
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